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Introduction:
This document intends to offer some
guidance for social media managers at small
museums/non-profits looking to establish or
improve their online presence, based on the
training and insights I’ve gained from
running the CMP social media channels since
December. However, I’m still new to the role
so I will be regularly updating this resource as
and when I learn more!
While I hope this guide is helpful, it’s important to remember that sometimes
social media ‘golden rules’ will not hold true for your organisation. In my
experience many tips I found online were not at all conducive to improved
engagement on the CMP channels. Instead through experimentation I’m
slowly building a better picture of what works for us. Even when you think
you’ve figured this out there might come a time when the typical rules no
longer apply – many have noted a dramatic shift in the importance of digital
and use of social media during the pandemic.
Before we jump in, I’d like to share one of my favourite insights from
Hootsuite – that your social media content should always address one of these
four aims: to ‘teach, entertain, inform or inspire’. This is a question I’m
constantly asking myself when writing new posts!

What Channels to Use:
I will be discussing the four platforms used by CMP - Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook and LinkedIn. TikTok is also a good communications tool for
museums however I am not a user, so I won’t be covering this - those
interested should contact Sian Powell at Wheal Martyn.
When using multiple platforms make sure your brand is consistent across all of
them - your bio/about section should make it very clear who you are and what
you do. However, this does not apply to your content, which you should try to
tailor to each platform, even when repeating the same information.
Interactive New Media for Museums
How Arts Organisations Can Use TikTok
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Scheduling:
The easiest way to keep on top of social media
is by planning it in advance. Personally, I do this
with a social media content planner which I
made on Excel – feel free to contact me
(natalie@cornwallmuseumspartnership.org.uk)
for the template! As you can see, I have a
column for each platform, including a little
reminder of how many posts I’m aiming for on
each. I fill this table in with ideas for content,
ensuring an even spread across the week. I then
make the posts and schedule everything in advance using Tweetdeck for
Twitter (or directly on the platform) and Creator Studio for Facebook and
Instagram.
Unfortunately, I haven’t found a free tool that allows me to schedule
Instagram stories, so instead I design the planned story on Canva (if possible)
and save it to my phone, setting a reminder on my calendar for when to
upload.
Just to note, I do NOT schedule in an entire 6 weeks of content ahead of time
– that would be impossible! Rather, I add bits and pieces to the planner
whenever I hear about an upcoming event, then take a thorough look at it the
week before to schedule things in.
Customisable Content Calendar Template

Instagram:
Instagram is a visual platform for sharing images and
videos. There are a variety of different formats to choose
from: posts, stories, story highlights, IGTV, Reels, Guides
etc. But it is by no means necessary to understand or use
them all; focus on mastering the basics (posts and stories)
then branch out and test the others when you’re confident
and if you feel they’re relevant to you!
As Instagram is first and foremost a visual channel, the
images you share must be high quality. If a Cornish museum is lacking in
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decent imagery just pop me an email
(natalie@cornwallmuseumspartnership.org.uk) as I’m a keen amateur
photographer and more than happy to do visits when restrictions ease.
Many businesses try to cultivate a theme or ‘look’
on their Instagram feeds – for example by using
particular colours, a certain filter, or other standard
format for their posts. For example, take a look at
@south_west_fed with their colourful outlines for
each post. I personally find such styles too
constraining and instead try to maintain a highquality and balanced feed of imagery, graphics and
videos (though images invariably perform better
than other formats in my experience).
Make sure to always tag and mention other organisations/people that were
involved or are relevant to your posts. Not only will they appreciate the
mention, but they’ll likely re-share it with their audience, who may in turn
follow your page (and there’s no harm in messaging asking them to).
It is often recommended that captions be as short as possible, as they get cut
off after 140 characters and users are unlikely to click the ‘read more’ button
whilst scrolling through. While it’s certainly true that you should place the
most important information at the top to hook the reader in, longer captions
can be a great way to tell a story or share further insight. For example, if
sharing a blog, I will usually include a short quote in the caption to give readers
a snippet of what to expect!
Instagram Story Hacks
Reflecting the Museum: How Instagram Brings Back Seeing
How Museums Can Use Instagram Stories
Beginners Guide to Instagram

Twitter:
Twitter is a fast-paced platform with an emphasis on discussing current
events, sharing opinions and promoting events. As such, the tweet is
distinctive for its short 280-character limit. This can be quite restricting and
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forces you to write creatively – I find it helps me to write
down what I want to say in full, then cut it down by using
shorter words/phrases, taking out unnecessary information
or perhaps replacing a word with an emoji! Please note that
Twitter is not the place for full-length, formal writing –
though at the same time you don’t want to use
abbreviations or acronyms that your audience won’t
understand!
Twitter is a great space for conversations between individuals – users can retweet, quote tweet or reply to other user’s tweets to stimulate a discussion or
debate. That is why CMP chose Twitter as the ideal platform for our Rural
Diversity Network Q&A takeovers – the host would tweet out their questions
and users were free to respond, creating fantastic and engaging threads of
different user’s responses to the initial question.
Twitter Marketing: The Complete Guide
Twitter for Museums in 2021

Facebook:
Unlike Instagram and Twitter, Facebook is far more flexible
in terms of the format posts can take – there’s no cap on
post length, the number of hashtags or photos you can use.
This is where you can use full-length sentences and include
long quotes or non-essential information if you want to. It is
also a very useful platform for organising and advertising
events as you can directly invite your followers, share
announcements and send reminders through the platform.
However, Facebook is a much harder platform to grow for business pages due
to the algorithm’s focus on ‘meaningful interactions.’ The platform is so oversaturated with content that Facebook has become a ‘pay to play’ platform.
Organic content from business pages is actively deprioritised within followers’
Newsfeeds, especially link posts which drive users away from Facebook onto
organisation webpages. Average organic reach is currently only 5.2% meaning
that only a fraction of your followers will actually be shown your posts on their
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feed, with the exception of those who have recently engaged with you or vice
versa.
Therefore, the only way to generate significant engagement is to pay
Facebook to favour your posts with a better reach. However, I have found
that, on the CMP channels at least, paying to boost has little long-term effect.
Thus, I am now focusing on LinkedIn (see below) to better reach our audience
and will selectively post only the highest quality/significant content on
Facebook, employing paid promotion where required to boost it. However,
this will not be the case for all business pages, so you can explore some
organic methods for improving your reach on Facebook in the sections below.
How Museums are Using Facebook Live
The Essential Guide to Digital Marketing with Facebook
Facebook Marketing in 2020
The Decline of Organic Facebook Reach & How to Adjust to the Algorithm
How the Facebook Algorithm Works in 2021 and How to Work With It

LinkedIn:
LinkedIn is primarily a networking platform for businesses
and professionals, it’s the preeminent social network for
recruiting and hiring top talent. Whilst, Facebook is a great
space for museums to share objects, stories and artwork
from their collection, LinkedIn better suits CMP’s aims to
share projects, news and resources with museums and
museum professionals – in this way our audience is more
business-to-business (B2B) than business-to-customer
(B2C) as we are not selling a consumer experience or
product to the general public.
This is a particularly great space for celebrating the achievements of your
team, attracting new recruits and sharing unique thought leadership pieces
from established experts in your industry. As LinkedIn is primarily for
corporate networking, maximise your exposure by tagging relevant
employees in posts so that they will be seen by their professional networks.
How to Use LinkedIn for Business: A Step-by-Step Guide
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Conducting a Social Media Audit/Report:
When starting out or looking to reinvigorate your online presence it is useful to
make a record of the current state of your social media through an initial audit.
When I started as Marketing Intern in December I did just that, looking at
analytics tools and our past content to develop a picture of my starting point.
Data you might want to chart includes: your current total followers, the
average number of new followers per month, trends in the most popular
content, average number of profile visits, average post engagement etc. After
the audit you can then go on to produce smaller, more regular reports charting
your progress from this starting point - I do this once a month.
Before starting it’s important to think
about the purpose of social media for your
organisation and how you could measure
this. Then you can establish some SMART
(specific; measurable; attainable; realistic;
time bound) KPIs as to how you want your
social media to grow in the future (e.g.
reach 5000 total followers within 6
months).
You will find analytics tools already built into Twitter, Instagram (‘Insights’ on
your profile), LinkedIn and Facebook (under the ‘Insights’ tab). You might also
want to write down some further notes alongside the data you’ve recorded
and set yourself some actions for the following month.
In my audit I was particularly interested in top content trends, as this would be
vital to ensuring I continued to post high quality content that would appeal to
CMP’s audience. I discovered that participatory events, high quality coastal
imagery, interactive elements (such as GIFs, videos and links),
business/recruitment updates and high-profile collaborations were most
popular. Of course, when posting every day you cannot always stick to such
themes, but try to maximise content that meets your success criteria.
How to Conduct a Social Media Audit
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Social Media Guidelines:
You might find it helpful to produce social media
guidelines for your organisation – a
comprehensive document outlining key
information and guidance on best practice for
your social media marketing team and other coworkers to adhere to online. In the event of a
crisis, it’s vital to have these policies and advice
easily accessible so that your team know what to
do.
This resource might cover:
- Your official accounts and designated users
- Advice for staff on interacting with or discussing the organisation on
their personal platforms
- Confidentiality and Privacy Policy
- Copyright Policy
- Cybersecurity
- Your Social Media Marketing Strategy
- Target Audience
- Brand Voice Guidelines
- Accessibility and Inclusivity
- Policy for Dealing with Online Abuse
How to Create Effective Social Media Guidelines
How to Write a Social Media Policy

Brand Voice:
A brand voice is the distinct personality a brand takes
in its external communications. You can brainstorm
with your team about establishing a particular tone
of voice online - if your brand was a person, how
would you describe them and what would they
sound like? As a general rule all social media
channels are inherently conversational spaces and
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thus the tone of voice your organisation adopts should be too.
Your brand voice should align with your target audience. For example, if you
want to appeal to a younger demographic, you’ll need to use language that
resonates with them. Ideally users’ online experience of your organisation will
also match the offline experience – so don’t be tempted to cultivate a goofy,
comedic brand voice online if that simply doesn’t match the experience and
aims of your organisation.
The easiest way to go about doing this is to list the traits you want to take on
as a brand. Once you have identified these, outline how each quality will be
reflected in your social media copy – this could even be laid in out a simple ‘do’
and ‘don’t’ chart. For example, an ‘authentic’ brand voice will be honest and
admit to mistakes and won’t use marketing jargon.
These guidelines shouldn’t be too constricting or confusing but offer some
simple factors to bear in mind when writing social media copy.
Brand Voice: What is it and Why it Matters
How to Define Your Brand Voice

Increasing Likes/Followers:
The first step to growing your online following is
simply to be present yourself – you should be getting
to know and be known by your audience by actively
taking part in online discussions, posting regularly
and directly engaging with users. This is not just
generally important for building an online
community around your brand, but it is also
considered by social media algorithms. If you don’t
regularly engage with users, the algorithm probably
won’t be showing your posts to them!
Some tools that I’ve found helpful for organic growth include: using the
‘Discover People’ or ‘Suggested’ features to find new followers, inviting your
personal Facebook friends to like your organisation’s page and sharing your
profile on other social media channels that have a higher reach.
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Growth should naturally follow if you are regularly posting high quality
content – think carefully about who your audience are, what they want to
see/engage with and tailor your marketing strategy accordingly. If you’ve not
done so already, conduct a social media audit and chart your progress through
regular reports (covered below) to learn what works best for your
organisation.
If there’s a particular organisation you’d like to be engaging with online,
simply take some time to go through their feed(s), like their content and reply
or comment on it. This way, they’re bound to notice you and respond. You
could even re-share one of their posts if it’s relevant to your audience.
17 Simple Ways to Increase Facebook Engagement
Steps to Increase Facebook Organic Reach
Increase Your Organic Reach on Facebook
Engaging Online:
Successful social media is not just a matter of posting
regularly and leaving it at that. You need to listen into the
conversations amongst your communities and develop an
understanding of what they want to know and where you
can add value. You should always respond to people
online and actively engage with the community you’re
trying to reach. This can be as simple as regularly scrolling
through your feed to like, comment on and re-share
things relevant to your organisation.
You might also want to take part in online events such as
hashtag hours/days and (inter)national awareness days such as
#heritagetreasures, Earth Day or more regular online conversation platforms
like #MuseumHour - you could even offer to guest host!
You can find out about upcoming awareness events through downloadable
calendars such as the Awareness Days website here or this social media
calendar from Thoughtfully.
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Another great way to engage with your audience
and generate new content is to invite submissions
of user-generated content from your audience. For
example, asking your followers to send in their
pictures/artwork/thoughts on a particular topic
and then re-sharing these responses in your feed.
For example, see Kresen Kernow’s daily creative
prompts as part of an art challenge throughout
January. You could also make this a competition of sorts and re-share or
allocate a prize for the best submission.
Social Media Engagement
How Can Museums Encourage Visitors to Post About Them on Social Media?
Know Your Audience
Rather than creating social media content based on the
events and information you want to communicate, think
about what your audience want to engage with online
and let that guide your strategy.
Instagram Analytics (and other paid services) can reveal
a lot about your current follower base, including age
range, gender and location. Use this data to determine
who your current content is appealing to – you should
also consider if there are groups you aren’t currently
reaching but want to engage with and how to address
this.
When defining your target audience, it can be easy to choose too broad a
group in the hopes of making your potential audience as big as possible.
Rather, try narrowing down your target audience to a specific, definable
demographic. Furthermore, you might be reaching and thus targeting
different audiences on each platform e.g. younger audiences on Instagram but
older culture-seekers through Facebook.
Professional marketers often draw up thorough audience personas to help
them get into the mindset of their target group. This will typically specify their
age range, gender, profession, personal interests and what content or
11
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channels they engage with online. This information then allows you to outline
what content you could deliver that meets those needs/interests and is likely
to appeal to them. Once you have ascertained this, you can start confidently
planning content that you know will fit the needs of your target audience(s).
The Space’s Online Audiences Toolkit
How to Create a Buyer Persona
How to Use Social Media Personas to Boost Brand Engagement

Calls to Action:
One of the more reliable ‘golden rules’ of social media is that every post
should have an objective or opportunity for users to engage. This is best
achieved by including a ‘Call to Action’ (CTA) in your posts.
There are two essential components of a CTA: first telling the user what they
should do (‘click here’) and second, giving them the motivation/reason to do
so (e.g. ‘want to learn more about…?’). However, ensure that your CTA is not
bordering into an annoying sales pitch; CTAs should encourage the users to do
something they will find useful or entertaining, not a desperate plea to ‘buy
now’.
Examples:
-

Click here to find out more
Tag someone who…
Like if you…
Tell us what you think in the
comments
Register now
Ask questions
Poll
Subscribe/follow
Watch a video

How to Write a Compelling CTA
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Optimum Posting Times:
You might find it helpful to set some targets for how often you’d like post on
each channel. I post most regularly on Twitter (2-3 times a day including retweets) and Instagram (3-4 posts per week, daily stories). To ascertain your
quota may require some experimentation and consider what is achievable
given the amount of time you have.
You can find out when the majority of your followers are online using the inbuilt analytics tools on Facebook and Instagram. However, bear in mind the
competition is far greater at these times and your posts could get lost in the
crowd. One way around this to post just before a busy period so that your post
gets exposed for longer and isn’t drowned out.
Unfortunately, analytics tools do not chart which post times generate the
most engagement. However, you can determine this manually; it is a timeconsuming process, but I personally find it very useful. To do this I always keep
track of when I post/schedule things
Twitter: Posting Times vs Avg.
in my content planner, then I can
Engagement
look back on posts and look for
trends in the top content and the
200
times they were posted. To go even
150
further, I might create a spreadsheet 100
charting all the posts in a given time
50
period and calculate the average
0
level of engagement (e.g. number of
likes) for posts at a particular time.
As you can see in this chart, the
optimum posting times for CMP on Twitter are outside of working hours
during lunchtimes and the evening – which is unsurprising given our audience
on that platform is mostly museum professionals.
It’s Time to Reconsider ‘Best Time to Post on Social Media’ Studies. Here’s
What to Do Instead
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Hashtags:
A hashtag is a way of identifying your post
with a specific topic. In this way, users can
search for posts about a particular topic
using the hashtag and social media
platforms can note the trending topics at
that particular time. On most platforms it is
possible to follow a hashtag, meaning users
will see a variety of posts under that
category on their feed, not just the content
of those they already follow.
Adding hashtags to your posts (on all
platforms) increases the likelihood they will
be seen by more people and particularly
those outside your current follower base. On Instagram especially, you should
use a mixture of hashtags, both highly and less popular, in order to guarantee
maximum exposure – the maximum is 30.
It is possible to conduct a simple ‘hashtag audit’ to ascertain the popularity of
different hashtags relevant to your organisation. You can do this manually by
searching the tag on Instagram and noting how popular it is; unfortunately,
the only way to access such data for Twitter is by paying a third-party tool.
For my audit I first wrote down all the words and phrases that seemed relevant
to CMP in an Excel spreadsheet, searched each one and recorded the number
of posts it appears in. I then sorted this list in order of popularity, with the
most popular tags at the top. Now when I’m writing an Instagram post, I can
browse through this document for relevant tags across the spectrum of
popularity. It probably seems like a lot of work, but it has been helpful for me!
How to Use Hashtags

Takeovers:
Takeovers are a fantastic way to collaborate with other
organisations/individuals and boost engagement with your platform. You
could offer to take over the account of another organisation or invite someone
else to take over your own platform for a set time period.
14
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There are various formats this might take on Twitter or Facebook e.g. the host
asks questions, users answer; users ask questions, the host answers; just
sharing content on a particular theme; hosting a for/against debate on a hot
topic etc. If using Instagram, the guest might take over stories – perhaps
sharing videos that give insight into ‘a day in their life’, hosting a video Q&A or
liveblogging an event as it happens.
In 2020 CMP ran a series of monthly takeovers for the
Rural Diversity Network, where we invited
organisations with similar visions to host a themed
Q&A session on our Twitter. This was a great way to
get conversations flowing around difficult topics
relevant to museums. Take at look at the RDN page
on our website to learn more about what we did here.
I have created a separate guide on ‘How to Run a
Social Media Takeover’ also available on the CMP
resource hub. This offers a comprehensive overview of the key steps to
conducting a takeover including methods, establishing aims, choosing a
theme and guest host, determining platform or format, execution and
monitoring success. You can read the full document here.
How to Run a Successful Instagram Takeover
How to Run a Smart Social Media Takeover
How to Run a Social Media Takeover From Start to Finish

Inclusivity and Accessibility:
You should do everything you can to ensure your
online content is accessible and inclusive to all
groups. In particular, this means ensuring there are
subtitles on videos and alternative text descriptions of
pictures in any content you share – these
configurations are always given as an option when
creating a post, including on scheduling tools.
The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.1)
are an internationally recognised set of
recommendations for improving web accessibility.
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They explain how to make digital services, websites and apps accessible to
everyone, including users with impairments to their:
- Vision - like severely sight impaired (blind), sight impaired (partially
sighted) or colour-blind people
- Hearing - like people who are deaf or hard of hearing
- Mobility - like those who find it difficult to use a mouse or keyboard
- Thinking and understanding - like people with dyslexia, autism or
learning difficulties
Inclusive Design for Social Media
Alternative Text Basics
Accessible Images for Everyone
Understanding Accessibility Requirements for Public Sector

Online Abuse:
Unfortunately, many social media managers are ill-prepared when confronted
with social media harassment, hate speech and abuse. Always be cautious and
alert when posting about topics that may be controversial, and especially
avoid sharing any personal details/confidential information that could put an
individual or an organisation at risk of being targeted.
It is important to have an if-then plan or flowchart in place so that if your
organisation/team is harassed online, your social media manager knows
exactly what steps to take and how best to respond to it. You can find some
useful insights on this and how to make such a plan through these guides:
Charities against Hate Guide to Best Practice
Online Abuse in the Arts Toolkit
Social Media Trolls: A Practical Guide for Dealing with Impossible People

Useful Free Tools:
Tweetdeck enables you to schedule posts in advance, view your notifications,
browse your feed and watch trending topics all in one place!
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Creator Studio is a similar scheduling tool for
Facebook and Instagram.
Canva is an all-round tool for making graphics for
social media posts – it offers templates for each
posting format and has a useful ‘animate’ button
so you can make a video or GIF!
Pexels offer free stock photos which you can
freely use without having to give
acknowledgement to the photographer or
worrying about infringing copyright.

Useful Links:
Hootsuite is a paid social media planner, but they have a free blog full of useful
articles on running social media channels.
Planoly, a paid Instagram planner, also have a free blog.
Museum Next produce some great articles relevant to the sector.
The Space have a great Online Audiences Toolkit.
How Museums can use Social media
Tips to Get your Museum Started with Social Media
6 of the Weirdest (and Most Wonderful) Museum Marketing Campaigns
How Social Media Can Bring History to Life
How to Get your Museum out of a Social Media Rut
Social Media for non-profits
Charity Social Media Toolkit
Social Media Image Sizes Cheat Sheet
Genuine Social Media Activism
25 Social Media Content Ideas to Level Up Your Strategy
30 Social Media Content Ideas and Examples for Brands
Marketing Calendar of Events 2021
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Museums to Inspire Online:
The Museum of English Rural Life are famous for their well-captioned posts
about their collection on Twitter.
The Museum of English Rural Life Leads Museum Social Media Duck Hunt
Egham Museum grew their fanbase overnight by conducting a (highly
complicated and not necessarily replicable) ‘choose your own adventure’
game on Twitter.

On #Musmeme day Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery offered their online
collection as a free resource for creative users to make their own memes!
The Tate make excellent use of the #onthisday hashtag to celebrate artists
and the work in their collections!
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